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Abstract

Healthcare has become one of the most important emerging application areas of blockchain technology.[1] Although the use of a cryptographic ledger within Anesthesia Information Management Systems (AIMS) remains uncertain. The need for a truly immutable anesthesia record is yet to be established, given that the current AIMS database systems have reliable audit capabilities. Adoption of AIMS has followed Roger’s 1962 formulation of the theory of diffusion of innovation. Between 2018 and 2020, adoption was expected to be the 84% of U.S. academic anesthesiology departments [2] Larger anesthesiology groups with large caseloads, urban settings, and government affiliated or academic institutions are more likely to adopt and implement AIMS solutions, due to the substantial amount of financial resources and dedicated staff to support both the implementation and maintenance that are required. As health care dollars become scarcer, this is the most frequently cited constraint in the adoption and implementation of AIMS.[3]

We propose the use of a blockchain database for saving all incoming data from multiparametric monitors at the operating theatre. We present a proof of concept of the use of this technology for electronic anesthesia records even in the absence of an AIMS at site. In this paper we shall discuss its plausibility as well as its feasibility. The Electronic medical records (EMR) in AIMS might contain errors and artifacts that may (or may not) have to be dealt with. Making them immutable is a scary concept. The use of the blockchain for saving raw data directly from medical monitoring equipment and devices in the operating theatre has to be further investigated.
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Introduction

Most anesthesia data is recorded manually using paper forms, which is time consuming, inefficient, and not registered in real time. Data gathered in the form of paper charting is not portable, access to data is limited and insecure. On the other hand, adoption of EMR systems provides increased improvement of legibility, accurate data capture and improved chart completion. Real-time decision support can be implemented, new opportunities for clinical research arise, there is an improvement in data quality, participation in quality outcomes registries becomes a possibility along with the potential to integrate information across the hospital system.[4] Standards for both paper and electronic medical records require audit trails such that changes are documented.[5] Following this principle, AIMS should retain original values in their underlying databases.

Multiple articles have been published and have long discussed the parallels between anesthesiology and aviation. The first is practiced in operating rooms and the other in airplanes, but both environments require preparedness to manage unexpected situations that put lives at risk, sometimes with incomplete information.[6] In 1992, Hedley stated: "Transfer of information about alarms and monitoring technology should serve several purposes. With both operating room and intensive care patients, a continuous recording system analogous to the flight data recorders used in aeronautics must be developed. Such a system should be non-manipulable by the patients or their attendants and should probably be self-erasing after a specified time limit." [7]

Those “flight recorders” like systems, mentioned by him 26 years ago, are not standard. AIMS has been developed since, but such systems are not widely available and manual anesthesia records are still being used. There are many systems that would efficiently record anesthesia data in a way that makes it almost impossible to alter electronic records because of the audit capabilities of current database systems. Subsequently, AIMS are still flawed when it comes to recording all the physiological signals emanating from the monitors and primarily focus on numerical data only. The current AIMS has limited capability for the acquisition of high-quality vital signs data. There are software applications like VSCapture or Vital Recorder that could overcome these current disadvantages of AIMS and enable them to support research.[8]
Anesthesia record keeping (developed in the 1890s) has remained an arcane and manual process that relies on the provider to capture and record a wide array of data. The anesthesia record is designed to document not only what was done to a patient during the surgical procedure in the operating room but also how the patient responded. One purported impediment to AIMS adoption is the fear of increased liability risk due to automated inclusion of transient or inaccurate observational data.[3] If there were an adverse outcome, an artifact in the record might be difficult to explain. Editing of the physiological data automatically recorded in AIMS is common practice and results in decreased variability of intraoperative data.[5] Incidence of artifacts and wrong extreme data values, varies depending on the vital signs and also between types of surgical procedures. Artifacts in AIMS databases may influence research results. However, such artifacts can be mitigated by filtration methods during data capturing which can prevent artifacts from being stored.[9] Previous investigations have demonstrated that extreme values may be omitted from handwritten records.[10] Artifact filtration method should be known prior to analyzing AIMS data. Filtering using the median value per minute method provides reliable heart rate and oxygen saturation values, but only acceptable reliability for non-invasive blood pressure.[9] The method of artifact filtering can have substantial effects on estimates of hypotension prevalence. The best way to filter electronically recorded intraoperative blood pressure remains unknown.[11] A prospective clinical study at Wilhelmina Children’s Hospital, Netherlands, found that the incidence of artifacts stored in the present pediatric anesthesia practice was low for heart rate and oxygen saturation, whereas noninvasive and invasive blood pressure and end-tidal carbon dioxide had higher artifact incidences.[11]

Despite many prospective trials on awareness during anesthesia, data from surgeries of patients known to have suffered from it, with a few exceptions, is not readily available. To prevent awareness, dosage thresholds should be established requiring data from anesthesia monitors, end-tidal anesthetic agent, total intravenous anesthesia, including a continuous electronic data stream from induction to emergence.[12]

Blockchain technology is a distributed, decentralized ledger that records transactions. Although the idea for blockchain technology originally appeared with Bitcoin, it has wide applications. In the healthcare area, blockchain is being increasingly explored to optimize business processes, lower overhead costs, improve patient outcomes, enhance compliance, early detection of adverse events and enable better use of health care-related data to improve patient care. [13]

Defined as a chain of blocks (figure 1) that are time-stamped and connected in a peer-to-peer network using cryptographic hashes, a block may contain transactions of many users and generally is publicly available to all users of the network. Each node can be a user or even a computer. Additionally, each block contains the hash of the previous block and the transaction data, thus creating a secure and immutable, append-only chain. This chain continuously increases in length as each new block is being added to its end. Some of the features that characterize blockchain technology are immutability, transparency, auditability, data encryption and operational resilience. Blockchain harnesses the power of encryption to assert its own immutability and becomes a safer option than any physical database.

Healthcare has become one of the most important emerging application areas of blockchain technology.[1] Some uses of blockchain have been targeted to: (a) prescription tracking to detect opioid overdose and over prescription, (b) data sharing to integrate telemedicine with traditional care, (c) sharing cancer data with providers using patient authorized access for targeted therapy, (d) cancer registry sharing to aggregate observations in cancer cases, (e) management of patient digital identity for better patient record matching, (f) personal health records for accessing and controlling complete health history and (g) adjudication automation of health insurance claims to surface error and fraud.[14] Blockchain places the patient at the center of the healthcare ecosystem more than any other systems.[15] One relevant feature of the blockchain technology that makes it very useful in healthcare is its decentralized management because the organization of digital assets and operations produced by various institutions can be performed without a hub.

At present, most of the studies regarding the application of blockchain in medicine are in the conceptual or architectural design phase. Only a few studies report real-world demonstration and evaluation of such technology.[16] Research is mainly focused on integration, integrity and access control of health records and related patient data. However, other diverse and interesting applications are emerging which are addressing medical research, clinical trials, medicine supply chain and medical insurance.[17]
To initiate the design and building of a real-world healthcare blockchain project, one of the critical steps is to select the most suitable underlying blockchain platform. The three most popular platforms currently available in the market are: Ethereum, Hyperledger, and MultiChain. [18]

Figure 1. The blockchain technology: a chain of blocks that are time-stamped and connected in a peer-to-peer network using cryptographic hashes.

Material and Methods

BigchainDB is a scalable blockchain database. [19] It is designed to merge the best of two worlds: the “traditional” distributed database world and the “traditional” blockchain world. The Interplanetary Database Foundation (IPDB) promotes science and research on the operation of scalable blockchain databases, the governance of decentralized systems, and the applications of blockchain technology. [20] It offers a testing site exposing a RESTful application interface that allows us to save the above mentioned data: https://test.ipdb.io/, operated by IPDB. Due to The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) reasons, in the European Union and Economic Area, it will be reset every day at 4 am CET. We have installed one instance at http://test-bigchaindb.for-our.info:9984/ for this project, but the IPDB Foundation testnet can also be used. BigchainDB nodes communicate with each other using Tendermint wire protocols (figure 2). [21,22]

Until recently, building a blockchain required building all three layers (Networking, Consensus, and Application) from the ground up. Tendermint Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT), created by Jae Kwon in 2014 collaborating with Ethan Buchman, a solution that packages the networking and consensus layers of a blockchain into a generic engine, allowing developers to focus on the application development aspect as opposed to dealing with the complex underlying protocol.

Bitcoin is noted for its ability to withstand attacks and malicious behaviors by any of the participants. [23] Traditionally, consensus protocols tolerant of malicious behavior were known as BFT consensus protocols. The term Byzantine was used due to the similarity of the problem that faced the generals of the Byzantine army attempting to coordinate themselves to attack Rome using only messengers, where one of the generals may be a traitor. [24]
Google colab or “the Colaboratory” is a free cloud service hosted by Google to encourage machine learning and artificial intelligence research, where often a barrier to learning and success is the requirement of tremendous computational power.[25] Collaboration feature (works with a team just like Google Docs): Google Colab allows developers to use and share Jupyter notebook among each other without having to download, install, or run anything other than a browser. The Jupyter Notebook project is an open-source web application that allows you to create and share documents that contain live code, algorithms, equations, visualizations, and narrative text. Uses include data cleaning and transformation, numerical simulation, statistical modeling, data visualization, machine learning, and much more.[26]

We used VSCapture, a free open source software to get one minute of pleth waveform and DII ECG lead from a healthy volunteer using a multi-parametric monitor.[27,28] This software has many capabilities, it is able to output data into many formats like csv (comma separated) files and it is also able to output data streams to a RESTful API (an application program interface that uses HTTP requests to GET, PUT, POST and DELETE data) using the POST method. We developed one serverless lambda amazon web services nodejs application, which exposes an API to receive output from VSCapture. This lambda function sends data to an Amazon Simple Notification Service (SNS). Each arriving message triggers a second lambda function that formats the received messages adding metadata to them, as required by the bigchainDB blockchain database. Incoming messages are escaped, stringified and wrapped in JSON format, then it is set as an ‘asset’ owned by a patient named ‘alice’. We update metadata of a patient’s asset in the blockchain database as a new record or event arrives. Metadata consists of patient name, monitor unique id, location, and operating room (figure 3). This architecture is for demonstration purposes only and it is not recommended for a production environment. NodeJs code for both lambda functions is available at Github public repositories. [29,30]

First lambda function entry point is at:
https://r2azbfz0j5.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev/api/v1/
At the moment of this writing VSCapture software is not able to POST requests to a secure web server (HTTPS protocol). For demonstration purposes we provide a VSCapture executable modified to enable it to use HTTPS protocol (required by lambda functions) at: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SW7lc6vUhhYb9gb90a85VRJafBSgD05EvB/view?usp=sharing

Our collaboration with VSCapture project on this matter can be read at: https://sourceforge.net/p/vscapture/discussion/general/thread/f1412ace2c/

On the other hand, we provide an entry point that is able to receive unsecured POST requests, that might work with unmodified version of VSCapture at: http://test-lambda.for-our.info:50000/api/v1/

A python Jupyter notebook [31] within a google colab environment is publicly available to retrieve sent information, querying by different criteria: metadata or physiological Id. This might not be user friendly, and some technical knowledge might be necessary to run this code: https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1YWIppzi-LsL5rVkU0vNAJEWJB0P5zOT

We have made all necessary code available in a public GitHub repository, in order to let others, replicate this experience. We also provide a Jupyter notebook with sample data for saving it on BigchainDB test site, as we know that test site is sometimes shut down and started a new, empty one, just in case you do not want to replicate the whole experiment, at: https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1qUpGdmq1GLXKrCKXLDPPybQLtSmPKmgKP

Results and Discussion

AIMS are not widely available, although adoption rate is on the rise worldwide. Electronic devices that have real time data export capabilities are almost standard equipment at the operating theatre. The Internet of Things (IoT: the collection and exchange of data between inter-connected physical devices via internet protocol) turns data into action: all data should be captured, emitted, transported, stored (in the cloud). Even artifacts and noise could be useful for machine learning algorithms. Every data point is valuable and should be kept for future analysis. Physiological data streams should be treated the same way. Although there are many AIMS already doing this, there are multiple vendors, with different data export protocols. We aim to present the concept that saving raw physiological data to a blockchain database is feasible, and it could guarantee data immutability and encryption to preserve patient privacy and other characteristics inherited from the hyperledger technology (blockchain). For this purpose, we present a proof of concept, to demonstrate that it is technically possible to create this functionality.

Being able to retrieve data recorded from all devices connected to a patient, along with data from environmental sensors, during anesthesia from a distributed, decentralized blockchain database, could be the foundation of the future "Operating Room Blackbox", just like a flight recorder in an airplane. There are blockchain managed solutions that allow us to focus on the application. For example, BigchainDB has high throughput: with 32 nodes, the write throughput was just over 1 million writes per second (i.e., 1,000 blocks per
second, with 1,000 transactions per block), high capacity, rich permissioning, query capabilities and low latency. [21] Thus it might be a good choice for storing data streams using blockchain while preserving query capabilities of a NOSQL database.

The actual need of a blockchain database for recording data streams from multiparametric monitors at the operating theatre is yet to be demonstrated. It seems actual systems are up to the task and are not easy to be tampered with. Immutability of anesthesia records seems to be controversial. From a medico-legal standpoint, there is no evidence that routine editing of data is superior to defending a claim that artifacts and transient readings are frequent occurrences that usually lack clinical significance.[5]

Raw physiologic data might be used for feature extraction to feed data to machine learning models developed for different purposes, like algorithms designed for predicting hypotension at the operating theater. Thus, moving from “detection and reaction” to “proactive treatment” of adverse events like an impending hypotension, could improve health outcomes on surgical patients.[32] There are many statistical methods for dealing with outliers in time series data during the data wrangling and the feature extraction phase for building machine learning models, that could also be considered for filtering raw physiological data, before saving to AIMS databases.[33] Any use of this data for research purposes has to take into account AIMS data filtering policies that could influence research results. Dealing with artifactual data is a concern among authors. The use methods learned from predictive analytics in recent years for dealing with artifacts should be further explored, as long as the role of neural networks.

This could be an adequate solution for sites without AIMS, that could fill in the gap until one of such systems is implemented. Operating room devices should be considered as IoT ones, whose raw data should be emitted to a queue ending up in an immutable database. This might be a scary concept, because once the data is in the blockchain, it is immortal. It can be updated to reflect changes, but all entries are new, and are also indelible events. If you have an AIMS doing automatic data filtering, this blockchain immutable database could provide raw data for research and even to audit AIMS databases to improve accuracy of automatic filtering algorithms.
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